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ABSTRACT 45 

 46 

Microbial sulfur metabolism contributes to biogeochemical cycling on global scales. Sulfur metabolizing 47 

microbes are infected by phages that can encode auxiliary metabolic genes (AMGs) to alter sulfur 48 

metabolism within host cells but remain poorly characterized. Here we identified 191 phages derived from 49 

twelve environments that encoded 227 AMGs for oxidation of sulfur and thiosulfate (dsrA, dsrC/tusE, soxC, 50 

soxD and soxYZ). Evidence for retention of AMGs during niche-differentiation of diverse phage 51 

populations provided evidence that auxiliary metabolism imparts measurable fitness benefits to phages with 52 

ramifications for ecosystem biogeochemistry. Gene abundance and expression profiles of AMGs suggested 53 

significant contributions by phages to sulfur and thiosulfate oxidation in freshwater lakes and oceans, and 54 

a sensitive response to changing sulfur concentrations in hydrothermal environments. Overall, our study 55 

provides novel insights on the distribution, diversity and ecology of phage auxiliary metabolism associated 56 

with sulfur and reinforces the necessity of incorporating viral contributions into biogeochemical 57 

configurations. 58 

 59 

INTRODUCTION 60 

 61 

 Viruses that infect bacteria (bacteriophages, or phages) are estimated to encode a larger repertoire 62 

of genetic capabilities than their bacterial hosts and are prolific at transferring genes throughout microbial 63 

communities1–4. The majority of known phages have evolved compact genomes by minimizing non-coding 64 

regions, reducing the average length of encoded proteins, fusing proteins and retaining few non-essential 65 

genes5,6. Despite their reduced genome size and limited coding capacity, phages are known for their ability 66 

to modulate host cells during infection, take over cellular metabolic processes and proliferate through a 67 

bacterial population, typically through lysis of host cells7,8. Phage-infected hosts, termed virocells, take on 68 

a distinct physiology compared to an uninfected state9. As many as 30-40% of all bacteria are assumed to 69 

be in a virocell state, undergoing phage-directed metabolism10,11. This has led to substantial interest in 70 

understanding the mechanisms that provide phages with the ability to redirect nutrients within a host and 71 

ultimately how this manipulation may affect microbiomes and ecosystems. 72 

One such mechanism by which phages can alter the metabolic state of their host is through the 73 

activity of phage-encoded auxiliary metabolic genes (AMGs)12,13. AMGs are typically acquired from the 74 

host cell and can be utilized during infection to augment or redirect specific metabolic processes within the 75 

host cell14–16. These augmentations likely function to maintain or drive specific steps of a metabolic pathway 76 

and can provide the phage with sufficient fitness advantages to retain these genes over time12,17. Two notable 77 

examples of AMGs are core photosystem II proteins psbA and psbD, which are commonly encoded by 78 

phages infecting Cyanobacteria in both freshwater and marine environments, and responsible for 79 

supplementing photosystem function in virocells during infection18–21. PsbA and PsbD play important roles 80 

in maintenance of photosynthetic energy production over time within the host; this energy is subsequently 81 

utilized for the production of resources (e.g., nucleotides) for phage propagation12,14. Other descriptions of 82 

AMGs include those for sulfur oxidation in the pelagic oceans16,22, methane oxidation in freshwater lakes23, 83 

ammonia oxidation in surface oceans24, carbon utilization (e.g., carbohydrate hydrolysis) in soils25,26, and 84 

marine ammonification27. Beyond these examples, the combined effect of phage auxiliary metabolism on 85 

ecosystems scales has yet to be fully explored or implemented into conceptualizations of microbial 86 

community functions and interactions. 87 



Dissimilatory sulfur metabolism (DSM) encompasses both reduction (e.g., sulfate to sulfide) and 88 

oxidation (e.g., sulfide or thiosulfate to sulfate) and accounts for the majority of sulfur metabolism on 89 

Earth28. Bacteria capable of DSM (termed as sulfur microbes) are phylogenetically diverse, spanning 13 90 

separate phyla, and can be identified throughout a range of natural and human systems, aquatic and 91 

terrestrial biomes, aerobic or anaerobic environments, and in the light or dark29. Since DSM is often coupled 92 

with primary production and the turnover of buried organic carbon, understanding these processes is 93 

essential for interpreting the biogeochemical significance of both microbial- and phage-mediated nutrient 94 

and energy transformations29. Phages of DSM-mediating microorganisms are not well characterized beyond 95 

the descriptions of phages encoding dsrA and dsrC genes infecting known sulfur oxidizers from the SUP05 96 

group of Gammaproteobacteria16,22, and viruses encoding dsrC and soxYZ genes associated with 97 

proteobacterial hosts in the epipelagic ocean30. Despite the identification of DSM AMGs across multiple 98 

host groups and environments, there remains little context for their global diversity and roles in the 99 

biogeochemical cycling of sulfur. Characterizing the ecology, function and roles of phages associated with 100 

DSM is crucial to an integral understanding of the mechanisms by which sulfur species are transformed 101 

and metabolized. 102 

Here we leveraged publicly available metagenomic and metatranscriptomic data to identify phages 103 

capable of manipulating DSM within host cells. We identified 191 phages encoding AMGs for oxidation 104 

and disproportionation of reduced sulfur species, such as elemental sulfur and thiosulfate, in coastal ocean, 105 

pelagic ocean, hydrothermal vent, human, and terrestrial environments. We refer to these phages encoding 106 

AMGs for DSM as sulfur phages. These sulfur phages represent different taxonomic clades of 107 

Caudovirales, namely from the families Siphoviridae, Myoviridae and Podoviridae, with diverse gene 108 

contents, and evolutionary history. Using paired viral-host gene coverage measurements from 109 

metagenomes recovered from hydrothermal environments, freshwater lakes, and Tara Ocean samples, we 110 

provide evidence for the significant contribution of viral AMGs to sulfur and thiosulfate oxidation. 111 

Investigation of metatranscriptomic data suggested that phage-directed sulfur oxidation activities showed 112 

significant increases with the increased substrate supplies in hydrothermal ecosystems, which indicates 113 

rapid and sensitive responses of virocells to altered environmental conditions. Overall, our study provides 114 

novel insights on the distribution, diversity, and ecology of phage-directed dissimilatory sulfur and 115 

thiosulfate metabolisms and reinforces the need to incorporate viral contributions into assessments of 116 

biogeochemical cycling.  117 

 118 

RESULTS 119 

  120 

Unique sulfur phages encode AMGs for oxidation of elemental sulfur and thiosulfate 121 

We queried the Integrated Microbial Genomes/Viruses (IMG/VR v2.1) database for phages 122 

encoding genes associated with pathways for dissimilatory sulfur oxidation and reduction processes. We 123 

identified 190 viral metagenome-assembled genomes (vMAGs) and one viral single-amplified genome31 124 

carrying genes encoding for reverse dissimilatory sulfite reductase subunits A and C (dsrA and dsrC), 125 

thiouridine synthase subunit E (tusE, a homolog of dsrC), sulfane dehydrogenase subunits C and D (soxC, 126 

soxD), and fused sulfur carrier proteins Y and Z for thiosulfate oxidation (soxYZ). While phages carrying 127 

dsrA, dsrC/tusE and soxYZ have been previously described in specific marine environments, this is the first 128 

report of soxC and soxD encoded on viral genomes. Each identified vMAG encoded between one to four 129 

total DSM AMGs for a total of 227 AMGs (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Table 1). The vMAGs ranged in length 130 

from 5 kb to 308 kb, with an average length of approximately 31 kb and a total of 83 sequences greater than 131 



20 kb. The vMAGs consisted of 124 low-, 26 medium- and 41 high-quality draft scaffolds according to 132 

quality estimations based on gene content (Fig. 1b). Only one vMAG was a complete circular genome and 133 

was identified as previously described22. The majority of viruses in this study, with the exception of several 134 

vMAGs encoding tusE-like AMGs were predicted to have an obligate lytic lifestyle on the basis of encoded 135 

proteins functions. 136 

The vMAGs displayed 137 

unique and diverse genomic 138 

arrangements, regardless of the 139 

encoded AMG(s). However, in 140 

most cases the encoded AMGs 141 

were found within auxiliary gene 142 

cassettes, separate from structural 143 

and nucleotide metabolism 144 

cassettes (Fig. 1c, d, e, f). 145 

Auxiliary cassettes in phages 146 

typically encode genes that are 147 

not essential for productive 148 

propagation but can provide 149 

selective advantages during 150 

infection, such as in specific 151 

nutrient limiting conditions or to 152 

overcome metabolic 153 

bottlenecks32. This genomic 154 

arrangement suggests that the role 155 

of DSM AMGs is related to host 156 

modulation rather than essential 157 

tasks such as 158 

transcription/translation, genome 159 

replication or structural assembly.  160 

 161 

Validation of conserved amino 162 

acid residues and domains in 163 

AMG proteins  164 

 Validating AMG protein 165 

sequences ensures that their 166 

identification on vMAG genomes 167 

represents accurate annotations 168 

(i.e., predicted biological 169 

function). We used in silico 170 

approaches for protein validation 171 

by aligning AMG protein 172 

sequences with biochemically 173 

validated reference sequences 174 

from isolate bacteria or phages 175 

Fig. 1 Dataset summary statistics and representative genome 

organization diagrams of vMAGs. a The number of vMAGs, 191 total, 

encoding single or multiple DSM AMGs. b Estimated vMAG genome 

qualities as a function of scaffold lengths. vMAGs encoding c dsrA and 

dsrC, d dsrA and two dsrC, e soxC and soxD, and f soxYZ. For c, d, e 

and f linear vMAG scaffolds are visualized as circular with the endpoints 

indicated by dashed lines, and predicted open reading frames are colored 

according to VIBRANT annotation functions. 



and assessed the presence or absence of functional domains and conserved amino acid residues. We 176 

highlighted cofactor coordination/active sites, cytochrome c motifs, substrate binding motifs, siroheme 177 

binding sites, cysteine motifs, and other strictly conserved residues (collectively termed residues). Finally, 178 

we assessed if phage AMGs are under selection pressures to be retained. 179 

 Conserved residues identified on AMG protein sequences include: DsrA: substrate binding (R, 180 

KxKxK, R, HeR) and siroheme binding (CxgxxxC, CxxdC) (Supplementary Fig. 1); DsrC: strictly 181 

conserved cysteine motifs (CxxxgxpxpxxC) (Supplementary Fig. 2); SoxYZ: substrate binding cysteine 182 

(ggCs) and variable cysteine motif (CC) (Supplementary Fig. 3); SoxC: cofactor coordination/active sites 183 

(XxH, D, R, XxK) (Supplementary Fig. 4); SoxD: cytochrome c motifs (CxxCHG, CMxxC) 184 

(Supplementary Fig. 5). The identification of these residues on the majority of AMG protein sequences 185 

suggests they are as a whole functional. However, there are several instances of AMGs potentially encoding 186 

non-functional or distinctively different genes. For example, only 23 DsrC AMG protein sequences 187 

contained both of the strictly conserved cysteine motifs, 112 contained only the second cysteine motif, 1 188 

contained only the first cysteine motif, and another 5 contained neither. The lack of strictly conserved 189 

cysteine motifs in phage DsrC has been hypothesized to represent AMGs with alternate functions during 190 

infection16, but this hypothesis has yet to be validated. Likely, most DsrC AMG protein sequences lacking 191 

one or more cysteine residues functionally serve as TusE, a related sulfur transfer protein for tRNA thiol 192 

modifications33. Indeed, several vMAGs originating from the human oral microbiome encode tusE-like 193 

AMGs that flank additional tus genes (Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table 2). Further examples 194 

of missing residues include two vMAGs encoding soxD in which one is missing the first cytochrome c 195 

motif, and both are missing the second cytochrome c motif (Supplementary Fig. 5). This initially suggests 196 

the presence of non-functional SoxD, but this notion is contested by the presence of conserved residues in 197 

SoxC. Functional SoxC, encoded adjacent to soxD in one of the vMAGs, suggests that both likely retain 198 

function. It has been shown that phage proteins divergent from respective bacterial homologs can retain 199 

their original anticipated activity or provide additional functions34. Overall, with the notable exception of 200 

118 tusE-like AMGs, in silico analyses of AMG protein sequences suggests vMAGs encode functional 201 

metabolic proteins.  202 

 To understand selective pressures on AMGs, we calculated the ratio of non-synonymous to 203 

synonymous nucleotide differences (dN/dS) in phage AMGs and their bacterial homologs to assess if phage 204 

genes are under purifying selection. A calculated dN/dS ratio below 1 indicates a gene, or genome as a 205 

whole, is under selective pressures to remove deleterious mutations. Therefore, dN/dS calculation of vMAG 206 

AMGs resulting in values below 1 would indicate that the viruses selectively retain the AMG. Calculation 207 

of dN/dS for vMAG dsrA, dsrC and soxYZ AMGs resulted in values below 1, suggesting AMGs are under 208 

purifying selection (Supplementary Fig. 6).  209 

 210 

DSM AMGs likely manipulate key steps in sulfur oxidation pathways to redistribute energy 211 

 As previously stated, DSM AMGs encoded by the vMAGs likely function specifically for the 212 

manipulation of sulfur transformations in the host cell during infection. To better understand the 213 

implications of this manipulation, we constructed conceptual diagrams of both sulfur (i.e., dsr AMGs) 214 

oxidation and thiosulfate (i.e., sox AMGs) oxidation/disproportionation, with oxygen or nitrate as the 215 

electron acceptor, in both uninfected and infected hosts (Fig. 2).  216 

 To understand the potential advantages of carrying dsrC and dsrA AMGs specifically, each step in 217 

the sulfide oxidation pathway needs consideration. During host-only sulfide oxidation35, sulfide diffusing 218 

into the cell is converted into elemental sulfur by a sulfide:quinone oxidoreductase (e.g., sqr) and in some 219 



220 

Fig. 2 Conceptual diagrams of viral DsrA, DsrC, SoxC, SoxD and SoxYZ auxiliary metabolism. a Microbial 

dissimilatory oxidation of hydrogen sulfide and stored inorganic sulfur. The resulting production of ATP utilized 

for cellular processes and growth and the pathway’s rate limiting step is indicated with an asterisk (top). Viral 

infection and manipulation of sulfur oxidation by encoded DsrA or DsrC to augment the pathway’s rate limiting 

step and increase energy yield towards viral replication (bottom). b Microbial dissimilatory oxidation of 

thiosulfate or storage of inorganic sulfur in the periplasm. The resulting production of ATP is utilized for cellular 

processes and the pathway’s key energy yielding reaction indicated with an asterisk (top). Viral infection and 

manipulation of thiosulfate oxidation by encoded SoxC, SoxD or SoxYZ to augment the entire pathway and the 

key energy yielding step to increase energy yield towards viral replication (bottom). For a and b cellular processes 
are shown in red, sulfur oxidation pathway is shown in black, energy flow is shown in blue, and viral processes 

are shown in orange (a) or purple (b).  
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221 
cases the pathway can begin directly with the import of elemental sulfur. The elemental sulfur can be stored 222 

in localized sulfur globules until it is metabolized through the sulfide oxidation pathway36. During sulfide 223 

oxidation, elemental sulfur carried by the sulfur carrier protein DsrC is oxidized into sulfite by the enzyme 224 

Fig. 3 Phylogenetic tree of AMG proteins and distribution of phage genomes (on a world map). a, b Phylogenetic 

trees of phage DsrA and DsrC c, d, e SoxC, SoxD, SoxYZ. Ultrafast bootstrap (UFBoot) support values (> 50%) 

are labelled on the nodes. c, d Phage gene encoded protein sequences are labeled with stars and their environmental 

origin information is labeled accordingly. f World map showing distribution of phage genomes that contain the 

sulfur-related AMGs. Studies on human systems are excluded from the map. 

 



complex DsrAB. This step is estimated to be the rate limiting step in the complete pathway and yields the 225 

most electrons (six electrons) for ATP generation. Rate limitation is caused by either the saturation of the 226 

DsrAB enzyme complex or the DsrC carrier37,38. The final steps in sulfide/sulfur oxidation involve further 227 

oxidation of sulfite into adenosine 5-phosphosulfate (APS) and then sulfate by an APS reductase (e.g., 228 

aprAB) and sulfate adenylyltransferase, respectively (e.g., sat) which yields two electrons35. The obtained 229 

ATP can then be utilized for cellular processes. In contrast, during phage infection involving the modulation 230 

of sulfide oxidation, the rate limiting step (i.e., co-activity of DsrC and DsrA) can be supplemented by 231 

phage DsrC and/or DsrA to potentially increase the rate and ATP yield of the reaction as well as utilize any 232 

stored elemental sulfur22. This influx of ATP could then be effectively utilized for phage propagation (e.g., 233 

phage protein production, genome replication or genome encapsidation) (Fig. 2a).  234 

 Likewise, the normal state of thiosulfate oxidation/disproportionation may be augmented by phages 235 

encoding soxYZ, soxC and soxD. During host-only thiosulfate oxidation39, thiosulfate is transported into the 236 

cell where the two thiol groups, transported by SoxYZ, undergo a series of oxidation reactions. A portion 237 

of the carried sulfur, after yielding two electrons, will be transported out of the cell as sulfate. The remaining 238 

carried sulfur may either be stored in elemental sulfur globules or proceed to the key energy yielding step. 239 

The key energy yielding step bypasses the storage of elemental sulfur and utilizes the SoxCD enzyme 240 

complex to produce six electrons for ATP yield35,40. During phage infection involving the modulation of 241 

thiosulfate oxidation/disproportionation, the entire pathway can be supported by phage SoxYZ sulfur 242 

carriers in order to continuously drive elemental sulfur storage, which could then be oxidized by the Dsr 243 

complex. However, there is no evidence that phages benefit from coupling the sox and dsr pathways since 244 

no vMAGs were found to encode both a sox and dsr AMG simultaneously. Finally, phage SoxCD may be 245 

utilized to drive the pathway to the key energy yielding step. As with the dsr pathway, the resulting ATP 246 

would be utilized for phage propagation (Fig. 2b).  247 

 248 

Sulfur phages are widely distributed in the environment 249 

Next, we studied the ecological and distribution patterns of vMAGs encoding DSM AMGs. We 250 

characterized their diverse ecology and distribution patterns in various environments by building 251 

phylogenetic trees using the identified AMG and reference microbial proteins, and parsing environmental 252 

information of vMAG metadata from the IMG/VR database. We identified vMAGs encoding dsrA mainly 253 

in a few ocean environments, while more widely distributed vMAGs encoding dsrC were found in in ocean, 254 

saline, oil seep-associated, terrestrial, engineered, and symbiotic environments (Fig. 3a, b). For soxC and 255 

soxD, we only identified vMAGs encoding these AMGs in two metagenome datasets, one from Santa 256 

Barbara Channel oil seeps (vMAG encoding both soxC and soxD) and another from freshwater sediment 257 

from Lake Washington (Fig. 3c, d). The vMAGs encoding soxYZ were discovered in aquatic environments, 258 

consisting of different ocean, saline and freshwater ecosystem types (Fig. 3e). In addition to vMAG 259 

distribution amongst diverse ecosystem types we identified wide biogeographic distribution across the 260 

globe (Fig. 3f). Collectively, these DSM AMGs are ecologically and biogeographically ubiquitous, and 261 

potentially assist host functions in many different environment types and nutrient conditions (including 262 

both natural and engineered environments).  263 

 264 

Sulfur phages are taxonomically diverse within the order Caudovirales 265 



 We applied two approaches to taxonomically classify and cluster the identified vMAGs. First, we 266 

used a reference database similarity search to assign each vMAG to one of 25 different prokaryote-infecting 267 

viral families (see Methods). The majority of vMAGs were assigned to Myoviridae (132 vMAGs; 69%), 268 

Siphoviridae (43 vMAGs; 22%) and Podoviridae (9 vMAGs; 5%). These three families represent dsDNA 269 

phages belonging to the order Caudovirales. The remaining seven vMAGs were identified as ambiguous 270 

Caudovirales (3 vMAGs; 1.5%) and unknown at both the order and family levels (4 vMAGs; 2%). 271 

However, based on the data presented here and previous classifications16,22,30, the seven unclassified 272 

vMAGs likely belong to one of the three major Caudovirales families (Fig. 4).  273 

Fig. 4 Taxonomic assignment of vMAGs and protein network clustering with reference phages. In the protein 

network each dot represents a single vMAG (circles with outlines) or reference phage (circles without outlines), 

and dots are connected by lines respective to shared protein content. Genomes (i.e., dots) having more 

similarities will be visualized by closer proximity and more connections. Cluster annotations depicted by dotted 

lines were approximated manually. vMAG taxonomy was colored according to predictions by a custom 

reference database and script, shown by bar chart insert. 



In accordance with these results we constructed a protein sharing network of the vMAGs with 274 

reference viruses from the NCBI GenBank database (Fig. 4). The vMAGs arranged into four main clusters 275 

with reference Myoviridae, Siphoviridae and Podoviridae, and four individual vMAGs were arranged 276 

outside of main clusters. Of the seven vMAGs with ambiguous/unknown predictions, six clustered with 277 

Myoviridae and Siphoviridae vMAGs and reference phages, further suggesting their affiliation with major 278 

Caudovirales families. On the basis of these findings, we hypothesize that the function(s) of DSM AMGs 279 

during infection is most likely constrained by specific host sulfur metabolisms rather than viral taxonomy. 280 

The broad distribution of DSM AMGs across Caudovirales further suggests that this modulatory 281 

mechanism is established across multiple taxonomic clades of phages, either arising independently or 282 

acquired via gene transfer. Most vMAGs clustered with reference phages that infect Pelagibacter, 283 

Cyanobacteria and Enterobacteria, with one cluster represented by a mixed group of host ranges. However, 284 

it is likely that host range stems beyond these indicated taxa, suggested by the inclusion of a SUP05-285 

infecting vMAG22 within the Pelagibacter cluster. In the present state of the reference databases, this type 286 

of protein sharing network cannot be used to reliably predict the host range of these uncultivated vMAGs.  287 

 288 

Sulfur phages display diversification across environments and genetic mosaicism 289 

 To further assess the diversity of the identified vMAGs and their evolutionary history, we analyzed 290 

shared protein groups as well as gene arrangements between individual vMAGs. All predicted proteins 291 

from 94 of the vMAGs, excluding vMAGs encoding only tusE-like AMGs, were clustered into protein 292 

groups (see Methods). A total of 887 protein groups representing 3677 proteins were generated, roughly 293 

corresponding to individual protein families. Only a few protein groups were globally shared amongst the 294 

vMAGs, including common phage proteins (e.g., phoH, nifU, iscA, nucleases, helicases, lysins, RNA/DNA 295 

polymerase subunits, ssDNA binding proteins and morphology-specific structural proteins) (Fig. 5a). This 296 

result is consistent with that of taxonomic clustering, further highlighting the diversity of phage genomes 297 

that encode DSM AMGs. A lack of universally shared protein groups likewise suggests the DSM AMGs 298 

function independently of other host metabolic pathways and likely strictly serve to supplement host DSM 299 

pathways.  300 

Most vMAGs that formed clades according to shared protein groups could be explained by shared 301 

taxonomy and/or source environment. For example, 16 Myoviridae vMAGs encoding soxYZ from oceanic 302 

environments clustered together, only differing according to their total number of representative protein 303 

groups (Fig. 5a). There were exceptions, such as seven dsrC-encoding vMAGs which displayed variable 304 

pairwise protein similarity (at a 50% identity cutoff) and variation in the location of their dsrC gene within 305 

their genome, despite a clearly shared and distinctive synteny of other genes (Fig. 5b). The seven vMAGs 306 

originated from three different marine environment types (coastal, oceanic and intertidal) and were all 307 

predicted to be myoviruses (Fig. 5b). This diversity is likely explained by the retention of the dsrC gene 308 

over time despite components of the genome undergoing genetic exchange, recombination events or 309 

mutation accumulation. Phages are well known to display genetic mosaicism, or the exchange and 310 

diversification of genes and gene regions32,41. The same conclusion can be made with myoviruses encoding 311 

soxYZ from different marine environments (intertidal, saline and neritic) (Fig. 5c) as well as siphoviruses 312 

encoding both dsrC and dsrA from hydrothermal environments (Fig. 5d). In addition to distribution amongst 313 

diverse environmental categories these genetically mosaic vMAGs, per protein sharing clade, are 314 

geographically dispersed (Fig. 5e). Additionally, one vMAG (Ga0066606_10000719) encoding soxYZ also 315 

encodes the assimilatory sulfur metabolism AMG cysC (Fig. 5b). This presents an interesting discontinuity 316 

suggesting that this particular vMAG, as well as three others encoding cysC (Ga0052187_10001, 317 



318 

Fig. 5 vMAG protein grouping and genome alignments. a vMAG hierarchical protein grouping where each row 

represents a single protein group (887 total) and each column represents a single vMAG (94 total). Metadata for 

encoded AMGs, estimated taxonomy, source environment and number of protein groups per vMAG is shown. 

Clades respective of b, c and d are depicted by colored dotted lines. Genome alignments of b seven divergent 

Myoviridae vMAGs encoding dsrC from diverse environments, c four divergent Myoviridae vMAGs encoding 

soxYZ from diverse environments, and d four divergent Siphoviridae vMAGs encoding dsrA and dsrC from 

hydrothermal environments. For the genome alignments, each black line represents a single genome and arrows 

represent predicted proteins which are colored according to VIBRANT annotations; genomes are connected by 

lines representing tBLASTx similarity. e Map of geographic distribution of 15 vMAGs depicted in b, c and d, 
annotated with respective clade, source environment and taxonomic family. 

 



Ga0052187_10007 and JGI24004J15324_10000009), target both dissimilatory and assimilatory sulfur 319 

metabolism simultaneously to more generally affect sulfur metabolism in the host.  320 

 321 

Estimates of sulfur phage contributions to sulfur oxidation 322 

We utilized metagenomic datasets containing the vMAGs to calculate the ratio of phage:total genes 323 

for each AMG. The phage:total gene ratios within a community and for each predicted phage-host pair can 324 

be used to estimate phage contributions to sulfur and thiosulfate oxidation/disproportionation. By mapping 325 

metagenomic reads to AMGs and putative bacterial hosts within the metagenome, we obtained the vMAG 326 

AMG to total gene ratios, which represents the relative contribution of AMG functions to the representative 327 

metabolism such as sulfur oxidation (Supplementary Tables 3, 4, Supplementary Fig. 7). We calculated 328 

vMAG dsrA (Fig. 6a) and soxYZ (Fig. 6b) gene coverage ratios in hydrothermal, freshwater lake, and Tara 329 

Ocean metagenomic datasets. We identified phage-host gene pairs which contained vMAG AMGs and their 330 

corresponding host genes from the phylogenetic tree of DsrA and SoxYZ (Supplementary Figs. 8, 9). Our 331 

results show that phage dsrA contributions in hydrothermal environments arise primarily from the SUP05 332 

Clade 2; and those of phage soxYZ are niche-specific, with Lake Croche, Lake Fryxell, and Tara Ocean 333 

samples mainly represented by the Betaproteobacteria Clade, Methylophilales-like Clade, and 334 

Gammaproteobacteria Clade, respectively. This indicates the specificity of specific groups of AMGs being 335 

distributed and potentially functioning in each environment. The average phage:total gene coverage ratios 336 

also differ in individual groups, with phage soxYZ:total ratio in Tara Ocean samples being the highest 337 

(34%), followed by phage dsrA:total ratio in hydrothermal samples (7%) and phage soxYZ:total ratio in 338 

freshwater lakes (3%). Phage soxYZ, the sulfur carrier gene, in the oceans have higher phage:total gene 339 

coverage ratio compared to dsrA, a component of the catalytic core of dsr complex, in the other two 340 

environments. Along with observations associated with phage dsrC, our results suggest that AMGs 341 

encoding sulfur carriers rather than catalytic subunits appear to be more favored by phages. While the 342 

limited environment types and sulfur AMGs studied here do not provide sufficient statistical confidence to 343 

generalize these results, nevertheless, higher abundance of sulfur carrier genes could still be a common 344 

phenomenon in virocells. Additionally, notably although gene abundance ratios do not necessarily represent 345 

function contributions, this scenario still provides a reasonable estimation, suggesting considerable sulfur-346 

oxidizing contributions of phage sulfur AMGs in corresponding virocells.  347 

Subsequently, the phage:host AMG coverage ratios for individual phage-host pairs were calculated 348 

to estimate the potential functional contribution within each environmental sample (Figs. 7a, b, 349 

Supplementary Tables 3, 4, Supplementary Figs. 10, 11). By taking average ratios of groups of dsrA phage-350 

host pairs in SUP05 Clade 1 and SUP05 Clade 2, and soxYZ phage-host pair in freshwater lake and Tara 351 

Ocean samples, we found that within each pair the phage:total gene coverage ratios were generally higher 352 

than ~50%. These within-pair phage:total gene coverage ratios are much higher than the above phage:total 353 

ratios in the whole community. Tara Ocean samples also have the highest average phage:total gene 354 

coverage ratios of individual phage-host pairs among these three environments, as with the pattern of ratios 355 

in the whole community. 356 

The above analyses suggest that DSM AMGs likely contribute significantly to function of host-357 

driven metabolisms on the scale of both community level and individual phage-host pairs, while the ratio 358 

of contribution varies greatly for each environment and each niche-specific AMG. Importantly, phage-359 

encoded soxYZ have a high gene coverage contribution to pelagic ocean microbial communities, which 360 

highlights the functional significance of phage-driven sulfur cycling metabolisms, and that of thiosulfate 361 

oxidation/disproportionation as a whole in this environment, which remains critically under-studied16,42.  362 



  363 

Rapid alteration of sulfur phage dsrA activity across geochemical gradients 364 

Since DSM AMGs are associated with critical energy generating metabolism in microorganisms, 365 

we wanted to study the ability of sulfur phages to respond to changing geochemistry, involving virocell-366 

driven biogeochemical cycling. In hydrothermal ecosystems, reduced chemical substrates such as H2S, S
0, 367 

CH4, and H2 display sharp chemical gradients as they are released from high-temperature vents and dilute 368 

rapidly upon mixing with cold seawater. Microorganisms in deep-sea environments respond to such 369 

elevated concentrations of reduced sulfur compounds by upregulating their metabolic activity in 370 

hydrothermal environments43,44. These characteristics make hydrothermal and background deep-sea 371 

environments a contrasting pair of ecological niches to investigate alteration of AMG expression. We used 372 

transcriptomic profiling to study gene expression in phage:host pairs recovered from hydrothermal vents in 373 

Guaymas Basin and background deep-sea samples in the Gulf of California (Supplementary Table 3, 374 

Supplementary Figs. 10, 11). Sulfur phage dsrA expression measured in reads per kilobase of transcript 375 

(RPKM) varied from 0.03-3 in the background deep-sea to 0.40-39 in hydrothermal environments 376 

(Supplementary Table 3d). Average phage dsrA expression ratio of hydrothermal to background was 15 377 

(Supplementary Table 3d). Limited by coding gene repertoire and their biology, phages themselves do not 378 

have the ability to independently sense and react to sulfur compounds. However, our results suggest that 379 

sulfur phage activities, occurring within a virocell, are closely coupled to changing geochemistry with 380 

higher observed activity in environments with greater concentration of reduced sulfur compounds.  381 

 Although phage dsrA occupies considerable portions of total dsrA gene abundance in hydrothermal 382 

environments, freshwater lake, and Tara Ocean environments (46-71%), their expression levels vary across 383 

different environments. In Guaymas Basin hydrothermal environments, as reflected by two pairs of SUP05 384 

Clade 1 phage and host dsrA genes, phage to host dsrA gene ratios varied from 0 to 0.11 (Fig. 7c). In 385 

contrast, in Chesapeake Bay, as reflected by two pairs of phage and host dsrA genes (Chesapeake Bay dsrA 386 

clade), phage to host dsrA gene ratios varied from 1.9 to infinity. The low abundance of phage dsrA in 387 

hydrothermal metatranscriptomes is in sharp contrast to the high abundance of phage dsrA in hydrothermal 388 

metagenomes (observed at Guaymas Basin and Lau Basin) (Fig. 7a, c). One explanation for this observation 389 

is that this scenario could be an accident but not representing real phage gene expression patterns in 390 

Fig. 6 Phage to total dsrA and soxYZ gene coverage ratios. a Viral dsrA to total (viral and bacterial dsrA gene 

together) gene coverage ratios. The contribution of viral dsrA genes from different SUP05 Gammaproteobacteria 

clades is shown in different colors. The average viral dsrA:total ratio was calculated from 12 samples. b Viral soxYZ 
to total gene coverage ratios. The contribution of viral soxYZ genes from three different clades is shown in different 

colors. Genes from Freshwater Lake and Tara Ocean samples were compared separately, and the average viral 

soxYZ:total ratios were calculated and compared separately as for Freshwater Lake and Tara Ocean samples.  

 



hydrothermal systems, possibly occurring in a situation when phage activity was very high just prior to 391 

sampling. In this scenario, the majority of hosts/virocells might have lysed post viral infection.  392 

 393 

 394 

 395 

DISCUSSION 396 

 Since the first descriptions of viral metabolic reprogramming using AMGs13 there has been interest 397 

in the extent and overall impact of viral auxiliary metabolism on global energy flows and ecosystem nutrient 398 

availability45. Through metagenomic surveys and investigation, we have expanded the current 399 

understanding of viral auxiliary metabolism impacting dissimilatory sulfur oxidation processes. 400 

Specifically, we have shown that diverse lineages of phages are involved in these processes, we have 401 

investigated their biogeography, ecology, and evolutionary history, and we estimated their potential effects 402 

on microbiomes. From this, several hypotheses and new questions regarding viral auxiliary metabolism and 403 

sulfur cycling can be addressed.  404 

 First, our findings support previous hypotheses that viral metabolism targets key or bottleneck steps 405 

in host metabolic pathways. DsrA, DsrC, SoxYZ, SoxC, and SoxD all alleviate bottlenecks in sulfur and 406 

thiosulfate oxidation/disproportionation22,46. We did not identify other genes in sulfur oxidation pathways 407 

such as sulfide:quinone oxidoreductase, flavocytochrome c cytochrome/flavoprotein subunits, APS 408 

reductase subunits, sulfate adenylyltransferase, dsrB, or soxAB for other necessary steps of sulfur oxidation. 409 

Fig. 7 Phage to host dsrA and SoxYZ gene coverage ratios and dsrA gene expression comparison between phage and 

host pairs. a Phage dsrA to total gene coverage ratios of each phage-host pair. Average phage dsrA:total ratios of 

phage-host pairs in SUP05 Clade 1 and Clade 2 were calculated by 5 and 11 pairs of genes, respectively. b Phage 

soxYZ to total gene coverage ratios of each phage-host pair. The contribution of phage soxYZ genes from three 

different clades is shown in different colors. Average phage dsrA:total ratios of phage-host pairs in Freshwater Lakes 

and Tara Ocean were calculated separately. c Phage to host dsrA gene expression comparison in Guaymas Basin 

metatranscriptomes. The same database was used for mapping both hydrothermal and background metatranscriptomic 

datasets d Phage to host dsrA gene expression comparison in Chesapeake Bay metatranscriptomes. The same database 

was used for mapping all Chesapeake Bay metatranscriptomic datasets. Gene expression levels are shown in RPKM 

normalized by gene sequence depth and gene length. 
 



However, this poses the additional question of why DsrB, the dimer pair to DsrA, has yet to be identified 410 

as an AMG. Likely, encoding dsrA provides a significantly greater fitness advantage to phages in 411 

comparison to dsrB. Furthermore, sulfur carriers, rather than enzymes, appear to be more favored by 412 

phages. In total, 174 vMAGs in this study encoded at least one sulfur carrier (dsrC, tusE-like, soxYZ) with 413 

only the remaining 17 encoding catalytic subunits of enzymes (dsrA, soxC, soxD). Phage sulfur carriers like 414 

soxYZ were observed to be more abundant in whole community and that catalytic subunits such as dsrA. 415 

This may be due to the greater need for sulfur carriers (e.g., dsrC) to drive dissimilatory sulfur 416 

transformations. Evidence for this hypothesis is provide by observations that sulfur carriers are often 417 

constitutively expressed in host cells in comparison to respective catalytic components (e.g., dsrA)38,47. By 418 

providing transcripts and proteins of these important pathway components during infection, phages 419 

encoding DSM AMGs may benefit more from obtaining greater energy and self-catalyzing substrates 420 

within a virocell.   421 

The data presented by vMAG protein clustering and genome alignments (Fig. 5) supports the 422 

hypothesis that the DSM AMGs are retained on fast evolving phage genomes, pointing specifically to a 423 

role of the AMG in increasing phage replication abilities and fitness. Although the mechanism of dispersion 424 

is unknown for most of the vMAGs it is likely that a single AMG transfer event occurred within each clade 425 

based on retention of similar gene arrangements at AMG locations in the respective genomes. This suggests 426 

that the AMG were retained despite niche (i.e., geographic and environmental) differentiation of individual 427 

vMAG populations. It has been postulated that AMGs, like other phage genes, must provide a significant 428 

fitness advantage in order to be retained over time on an evolving phage genome12.  429 

Taken together, these observations support the conclusion that viral auxiliary metabolism targets 430 

key steps in host metabolic pathways for finely tuned manipulation of energy production or nutrient 431 

acquisition. Although the fitness effects of DSM AMGs have not been quantified, the geographical 432 

distribution of identified vMAGs and retention of AMGs by phages despite constrained coding capacity 433 

strongly suggests a significant fitness benefit of encoding DSM AMGs. The exact fitness benefit achieved 434 

from encoding DSM AMGs remains elusive without cultured representatives of phage-host pairs. Since 435 

DSM AMGs have been identified on phages from all three major Caudovirales families it is likely that the 436 

fitness benefits deal specifically with sulfur oxidation and electron yield from bolstering the speed or 437 

efficiency of the pathway. It is most likely that the phages benefit primarily in the short term and during 438 

active lytic infection due to the abundance of DSM AMGs on lytic phage genomes. Yet, the presence of 439 

assimilatory sulfate reduction genes (i.e., cysC) in conjunction with DSM genes provides an example of a 440 

possible exception with a more general sulfur manipulation, highlighting the necessity of further 441 

investigations into viral auxiliary metabolism.  442 

The abundance of phage DSM AMGs in metagenomes and metatranscriptomes as measured by 443 

phage:total gene coverage ratios suggest that phage-mediated reduced sulfur transformations can contribute 444 

significantly to fluxes and budgets of sulfur within the community (Fig. 8, Supplementary Figs. 7, 12). 445 

Within each phage-host pair, phage genes contribute to over half of gene coverage associated with the sulfur 446 

and thiosulfate oxidation pathways, which highlights the underappreciated role of phages encoding DSM 447 

AMGs in remodeling sulfur cycling, especially for the oxidation of reduced sulfur. Reduced sulfur 448 

compounds such as H2S, S0, and S2O3
2- are abundant in hydrothermal systems with hydrothermal fluids at 449 

Guaymas Basin containing aqueous H2S concentrations of up to ~6 mmol/kg (endmember measurement), 450 

while that of background seawater is negligible43,48. Previously reported estimates of energy budgets for 451 

sulfur oxidizing bacteria in the Guaymas Basin hydrothermal system suggest that up to 3400 J/kg is 452 

available for microbial metabolism, of which up to 83% may derive from sulfur oxidation43. Sulfur phage 453 



dsrA expression levels (arising from virocells) were elevated in hydrothermal systems in comparison to the 454 

background deep-sea, hinting at significant contributions of virocells mediating phage-driven sulfur 455 

oxidation to overall energy budgets by.  Conservatively assuming that 40% of all sulfur-oxidizing SUP05 456 

Gammaproteobacteria are infected by sulfur phages (in line with observations of phage infections in the 457 

pelagic oceans), it may be estimated that 1129 J/Kg of energy for microbial metabolism representing 1/3 of 458 

all energy available from hydrothermal vent fluids may in fact be transformed by virocells containing sulfur 459 

phages. Phages are thus an integral component of the sulfur biogeochemical cycle with the ability to 460 

manipulate microbial metabolism associated with multiple reduced sulfur compounds which can impact 461 

sulfur budgets at ecosystem scales. It is therefore essential that future assessments of biogeochemical 462 

cycling incorporate the role of phages and their impacts on sulfur pools. Limited by the resolution of omics-463 

based approach in this study, finer scale phage-host interactions and activities could not be achieved, which 464 

justifies the necessity to reinforce fine-scale phage AMG activity research within host cells in future.  465 

Across diverse environments on the Earth, the reduced sulfur pool includes sources of deep ocean 466 

or subsurface deposited iron sulfides, and reduced sulfur species from dissimilatory sulfate reduction and 467 

organic sulfur mineralization (Fig. 8a). Sulfur phage AMG-assisted metabolism contributes to the 468 

redistribution of sulfur-generated energy and can alter its budgets, which have so far only been attributed 469 

to microbial processes (Fig. 8a). Within virocells, phage mediated sulfur oxidation will take advantage of 470 

gene components of sulfur-metabolizing pathways, express transcripts, and produce enzymes to re-direct 471 

energy for the use of phage replication (Fig. 8a). Globally distributed sulfur phages are widely distributed 472 

across various environments and impose significant impacts on the sulfur pools, and nutrient and energy 473 

cycling (Fig. 8a). At the same time, phage AMG mediated sulfur oxidation can short-circuit the microbial 474 

sulfur loop from reduced sulfur pools to dissolved organic matter (DOM) (Fig. 8b). Without viral infection, 475 

energy generated by reduced sulfur pools would typically be used for primary production to fuel microbial 476 

cell growth, and then transferred higher up the food chain to grazers. Through cell excretion effects, cell 477 

death and nutrient release, DOM produced from sulfur-based primary production would be released to the 478 

environment. However, during infection by sulfur phages, energy generated in virocells by reduced sulfur 479 

pools could be used towards phage reproduction and propagation. After virion production and packaging, 480 

lytic phages would lyse the host cell, and release DOMs into the environment. This DSM AMG mediated 481 

approach thereby short-circuits the microbial sulfur loop. 482 

In conclusion, we have described the distribution, diversity and ecology of phage auxiliary 483 

metabolism associated with sulfur and demonstrated the abundance and activity of sulfur phages in the 484 

environment, yet many questions remain unanswered. Future research will involve unraveling mechanisms 485 

of sulfur phage and host interaction, remodeling of sulfur metabolism at the scale of individual virocells, 486 

microbial communities and ecosystems, and constraining sulfur budgets impacted by sulfur phages. 487 

  488 



 489 

Fig. 8 Conceptual figure indicating the ecology and function of AMGs in sulfur metabolisms. a DSM AMG effect 

on the budget of reduced sulfur transformation. b Diagram of virus-mediated metabolism short circuiting the 

microbial sulfur loop in nutrient cycling. 

 



 490 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 491 

 492 

vMAG acquisition and validation 493 

The Integrated Microbial Genomes and Virome (IMG/VR) database49,50 was queried for sox and 494 

dsr gene annotations (v2.1, October 2018). A total of 192 unique vMAGs greater than 5kb in length were 495 

identified. For consistency between these vMAGs, open reading frames were predicted using Prodigal (-p 496 

meta, v2.6.3)51. Each of the 192 vMAGs were validated as phage using VIBRANT52 (v1.2.1, virome mode), 497 

VirSorter53 (v1.0.3, virome decontamination mode, virome database) and manual validation of viral 498 

hallmark annotations (Supplementary Table 5). To identify lysogenic vMAGs, annotations were queried 499 

for the key terms “integrase”, “recombination”, “repressor” and “prophage”. Annotations of validated 500 

vMAGs are provided in Supplementary Table 2. Five vMAGs not identified by either program were 501 

manually verified as phage according to VIBRANT annotations (i.e., KEGG, Pfam and VOG databases) 502 

by searching for viral hallmark genes, greater ratio of VOG to KEGG annotations and a high proportion of 503 

unannotated proteins. Note, not all vMAGs were predicted as phage by VIBRANT, but all vMAGs were 504 

given full annotation profiles. One scaffold was determined to be non-viral and remove based on the 505 

presence of many bacterial-like annotations and few viral-like annotations. Validation (including software-506 

guided and manually inspected procedures) produced a total of 191 vMAGs encoding 227 DSM AMGs. It 507 

is of note that the DSM AMGs carried by three vMAGs (Ga0121608_100029, Draft_10000217 and 508 

Ga0070741_10000875) could not be definitely ruled out as encoded within microbial contamination. This 509 

was determined based on the high density of non-phage annotations surrounding the AMGs in conjunction 510 

with the presence of an integrase annotation, suggesting the possibility of phage integration near the AMG.  511 

 512 

Taxonomy of vMAGs 513 

Taxonomic assignment of vMAGs was conducted using a custom reference database and script. To 514 

construct the reference database, NCBI GenBank54 and RefSeq55 (release July 2019) were queried for 515 

“prokaryotic virus”. A total of 15,238 sequences greater than 3kb were acquired. Sequences were 516 

dereplicated using mash and nucmer56 at 95% sequence identity and 90% coverage. Dereplication resulted 517 

in 7,575 sequences. Open reading frames were predicted using Prodigal (-p meta, v2.6.3) for a total of 518 

458,172 proteins. Taxonomy of each protein was labeled according to NCBI taxonomic assignment of the 519 

respective sequence. DIAMOND57 (v0.9.14.115) was used to construct a protein database. Taxonomy is 520 

assigned by DIAMOND BLASTp matches of proteins from an unknown phage sequence to the constructed 521 

database at the classifications of Order, Family and Sub-family. Assignment consists of reference protein 522 

taxonomy matching to each classification at the individual and all protein levels to hierarchically select the 523 

most likely taxonomic match rather than the most common (i.e., not recruitment of most common match). 524 

Taxonomic assignments are available for 25 Families and 29 Sub-families for both bacterial and archaeal 525 

viruses. The database, script and associated files used to assign taxonomy are provided. To construct the 526 

protein network diagram vConTACT258 (v0.9.5, default parameters) was used to cluster vMAGs with 527 

reference viruses from NCBI from the families Ackermannviridae, Herelleviridae, Inoviridae, 528 

Microviridae, Myoviridae, Podoviridae and Siphoviridae as well as several archaea-infecting families. The 529 

network was visualized using Cytoscape59 (v3.7.2) and colored according to family affiliation.  530 

 531 

World map distribution of vMAGs 532 



IMG/VR Taxon Object ID numbers respective of each vMAGs were used to identify global 533 

coordinates of studies according to IMG documentation. Coordinates were mapped using Matplotlib 534 

(v3.0.0) Basemap60 (v1.2.0). Human studies were excluded from coordinate maps.  535 

 536 

Sequence alignments and conserved residues 537 

Protein alignments were performed using MAFFT61 (v7.388, default parameters). Visualization of 538 

alignments was done using Geneious Prime 2019.0.3. N- and C-terminal ends of protein alignments were 539 

manually removed, and gaps were stripped by 90% (SoxD and SoxYZ) or 98% (DsrA and DsrC/TusE) for 540 

clarity. Amino acid residues were highlighted by pairwise identity of 90% (SoxC and SoxYZ) or 95% 541 

(DsrA, DsrC/TusE and SoxD). An identity graph, generated by Geneious, was fitted to the alignment to 542 

visualize pairwise identity of 100% (green), 99-30% (yellow) and 29-0% (red). Conservation of domains 543 

and amino acid residues was assessed according to annotations by The Protein Data Bank . 544 

To calculate dN/dS ratios between vMAG AMG pairs, dRep63 (v2.6.2) was used to compare AMG 545 

sequences of dsrA (n = 39), dsrC (n = 141) and soxYZ (n = 44) separately (dRep compare --SkipMash --546 

S_algorithm goANI). A custom auxiliary script (dnds_from_drep.py64) was used to calculate dN/dS ratios 547 

from the dRep output between various AMG pairs. Resulting dN/dS values were plotted using Seaborn65 548 

(v0.8.1) and Matplotlib. Phage AMG pairs and respective dN/dS values can be found in Supplementary 549 

Table 6. 550 

 551 

vMAG protein grouping 552 

 All protein sequences of 94 vMAGs, excluding those with non-validated DsrC (i.e., potentially 553 

TusE-like) AMGs according to the conserved CxxxxxxxxxxC motif, were grouped using mmseqs266 (--554 

min-seq-id 0.3 -c 0.6 -s 7.5 -e 0.001). Groups containing at least two different representative vMAGs were 555 

retained (887 groups total). A presence/absence heatmap was made using the R package 556 

“ComplexHeatmap”67 and hierarchically grouped according to the ward.D method. Metadata for AMG, 557 

taxonomy and source environment were laid over the grouped columns. Two vMAGs, 558 

Ga0066448_1000315 and JGI24724J26744_10000298, were not represented by any of the 887 retained 559 

clusters. vMAG alignments were done using EasyFig68 (v2.2.2). 560 

 561 

vMAG genome structure and organization 562 

vMAGs representative of each AMG family were selected. Annotations were performed using 563 

VIBRANT and the best scoring annotation was used. Genomes were visualized using Geneious Prime and 564 

manually colored according to function. 565 

 566 

AMG protein phylogenetic tree reconstruction   567 

The DSM protein reference sequences were downloaded from NCBI nr database (accessed May 568 

2019) by searching names and results were manually filtered. The curated results were clustered by 70% 569 

sequence similarity using CD-HIT69 (v4.7). These representative sequences from individual clusters were 570 

aligned with the corresponding vMAG AMG protein sequences using MAFFT (default settings). 571 

Alignments were subjected to phylogenetic tree reconstruction using IQ-TREE70 (v1.6.9) with the following 572 

settings: -m MFP -bb 100 -s -redo -mset WAG,LG,JTT,Dayhoff -mrate E,I,G,I+G -mfreq FU -wbtl 573 

(“LG+G4” was chosen as the best-fit tree reconstruction model). The environmental origin information of 574 

each vMAG AMG was used to generate the stripe ring within the phylogenetic tree in the operation frame 575 

of iTOL71 online server. 576 



 577 

Metagenomic mapping and gene coverage ratio calculation 578 

The metagenomic reads were first dereplicated by a custom Perl script and trimmed by Sickle72 579 

(v1.33, default settings). The QC-passed metagenomic reads were used to map against the collection of 580 

genes of investigated metagenomic assemblies by Bowtie273 (v2.3.4.1). The gene coverage for each gene 581 

was calculated by “jgi_summarize_bam_contig_depths” command within metaWRAP74 (v1.0.2). The 582 

phage:total gene coverage ratio was calculated by adding up all the phage and bacterial gene coverage 583 

values and using it to divide the summed phage gene coverage values.  584 

We identified the phage-host gene pairs in the phylogenetic tree containing AMG and their bacterial 585 

counterpart gene encoding proteins. We assigned the phage-host gene pairs according to the following two 586 

criteria: 1) The phage and host gene encoding proteins are phylogenetically close in the tree; the branches 587 

containing them should be neighboring branches. 2) They should be from the same metagenomic dataset, 588 

which means that AMGs and bacterial host genes are from the same environment sample. The identified 589 

phage-host gene pairs were labelled accordingly in the phylogenetic tree.  590 

For the gene coverage ratio calculation of phage genes and bacterial genes within a phage-host pair, 591 

we first calculated the phage:total gene coverage ratio and bacterial:total gene coverage ratio using the same 592 

method as described above; and then, in order to avoid the influence of numbers of phage or bacterial genes, 593 

we normalized the above two ratio values by the number of phage and bacterial genes, respectively. Finally, 594 

the normalized phage:host gene coverage ratio of this phage-host pair was calculated by comparing these 595 

two ratio values, accordingly.  596 

Additionally, reads mapping performance was re-checked by comparing original mapping results 597 

(using Bowtie 2 “-very-sensitive” option) to the mapping results that only include reads with one mismatch 598 

(Supplementary Fig. 7). Checking results have justified the reliability of our original mapping performance 599 

and our gene coverage ratio calculation. 600 

 601 

Metatranscriptomic mapping 602 

The metatranscriptomic reads were first dereplicated by a custom Perl script and trimmed by Sickle 603 

(default settings), and then subjected to rRNA-filtering using SortMeRNA75 (v2.0) with the 8 default rRNA 604 

databases (including prokaryotic 16S rRNA, 23S rRNA; eukaryotic 18S rRNA, 28S rRNA; and Rfam 5S 605 

rRNA and 5.8S rRNA). QC-passed metagenomic reads were mapped against the collection of AMGs using 606 

Bowtie2 (--very-sensitive). The gene expression level in Reads Per Kilobase per Million mapped reads 607 

(RPKM) was calculated by normalizing the sequence depth (per million reads) and the length of the gene 608 

(in kilobases).  609 

 610 

Data availability 611 

All IMG/VR sequences are available at https://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/vr/main.cgi and 612 

https://genome.jgi.doe.gov/portal/pages/dynamicOrganismDownload.jsf?organism=IMG_VR. Sequences 613 

from identified vMAGs are available publicly and described in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. All 614 

sequences and custom analysis scripts used in this study are also available at 615 

https://github.com/AnantharamanLab/Kieft_and_Zhou_et_al._2020. 616 

 617 

 618 
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Figure and Table Captions 805 

 806 

Fig. 1 Dataset summary statistics and representative genome organization diagrams of vMAGs. a The 807 

number of vMAGs, 191 total, encoding single or multiple DSM AMGs. b Estimated vMAG genome 808 

qualities as a function of scaffold lengths. vMAGs encoding c dsrA and dsrC, d dsrA and two dsrC, e soxC 809 

and soxD, and f soxYZ. For c, d, e and f linear vMAG scaffolds are visualized as circular with the endpoints 810 

indicated by dashed lines, and predicted open reading frames are colored according to VIBRANT 811 

annotation functions.  812 

 813 

Fig. 2 Conceptual diagrams of viral DsrA, DsrC, SoxC, SoxD and SoxYZ auxiliary metabolism. a 814 

Microbial dissimilatory oxidation of hydrogen sulfide and stored inorganic sulfur. The resulting production 815 



of ATP utilized for cellular processes and growth and the pathway’s rate limiting step is indicated with an 816 

asterisk (top). Viral infection and manipulation of sulfur oxidation by encoded DsrA or DsrC to augment 817 

the pathway’s rate limiting step and increase energy yield towards viral replication (bottom). b Microbial 818 

dissimilatory oxidation of thiosulfate or storage of inorganic sulfur in the periplasm. The resulting 819 

production of ATP is utilized for cellular processes and the pathway’s key energy yielding reaction 820 

indicated with an asterisk (top). Viral infection and manipulation of thiosulfate oxidation by encoded SoxC, 821 

SoxD or SoxYZ to augment the entire pathway and the key energy yielding step to increase energy yield 822 

towards viral replication (bottom). For a and b cellular processes are shown in red, sulfur oxidation pathway 823 

is shown in black, energy flow is shown in blue, and viral processes are shown in orange (a) or purple (b).  824 

 825 

Fig. 3 Phylogenetic tree of AMG proteins and distribution of phage genomes (on a world map). a, b 826 

Phylogenetic trees of phage DsrA and DsrC c, d, e SoxC, SoxD, SoxYZ. Ultrafast bootstrap (UFBoot) 827 

support values (> 50%) are labelled on the nodes. c, d Phage gene encoded protein sequences are labeled 828 

with stars and their environmental origin information is labeled accordingly. f World map showing 829 

distribution of phage genomes that contain the sulfur-related AMGs. Studies on human systems are 830 

excluded from the map. 831 

 832 

Fig. 4 Taxonomic assignment of vMAGs and protein network clustering with reference phages. In the 833 

protein network each dot represents a single vMAG (circles with outlines) or reference phage (circles 834 

without outlines), and dots are connected by lines respective to shared protein content. Genomes (i.e., dots) 835 

having more similarities will be visualized by closer proximity and more connections. Cluster annotations 836 

depicted by dotted lines were approximated manually. vMAG taxonomy was colored according to 837 

predictions by a custom reference database and script, shown by bar chart insert. 838 

 839 

Fig. 5 vMAG protein grouping and genome alignments. a vMAG hierarchical protein grouping where each 840 

row represents a single protein group (887 total) and each column represents a single vMAG (94 total). 841 

Metadata for encoded AMGs, estimated taxonomy, source environment and number of protein groups per 842 

vMAG is shown. Clades respective of b, c and d are depicted by colored dotted lines. Genome alignments 843 

of b seven divergent Myoviridae vMAGs encoding dsrC from diverse environments, c four divergent 844 

Myoviridae vMAGs encoding soxYZ from diverse environments, and d four divergent Siphoviridae 845 

vMAGs encoding dsrA and dsrC from hydrothermal environments. For the genome alignments, each black 846 

line represents a single genome and arrows represent predicted proteins which are colored according to 847 

VIBRANT annotations; genomes are connected by lines representing tBLASTx similarity. e Map of 848 

geographic distribution of 15 vMAGs depicted in b, c and d, annotated with respective clade, source 849 

environment and taxonomic family. 850 

 851 

Fig. 6 Phage to total dsrA and soxYZ gene coverage ratios. a Viral dsrA to total (viral and bacterial dsrA 852 

gene together) gene coverage ratios. The contribution of viral dsrA genes from different SUP05 853 

Gammaproteobacteria clades is shown in different colors. The average viral dsrA:total ratio was calculated 854 

from 12 samples. b Viral soxYZ to total gene coverage ratios. The contribution of viral soxYZ genes from 855 

three different clades is shown in different colors. Genes from Freshwater Lake and Tara Ocean samples 856 

were compared separately, and the average viral soxYZ:total ratios were calculated and compared separately 857 

as for Freshwater Lake and Tara Ocean samples.  858 

 859 



Fig. 7 Phage to host dsrA and SoxYZ gene coverage ratios and dsrA gene expression comparison between 860 

phage and host pairs. a Phage dsrA to total gene coverage ratios of each phage-host pair. Average phage 861 

dsrA:total ratios of phage-host pairs in SUP05 Clade 1 and Clade 2 were calculated by 5 and 11 pairs of 862 

genes, respectively. b Phage soxYZ to total gene coverage ratios of each phage-host pair. The contribution 863 

of phage soxYZ genes from three different clades is shown in different colors. Average phage dsrA:total 864 

ratios of phage-host pairs in Freshwater Lakes and Tara Ocean were calculated separately. c Phage to host 865 

dsrA gene expression comparison in Guaymas Basin metatranscriptomes. The same database was used for 866 

mapping both hydrothermal and background metatranscriptomic datasets d Phage to host dsrA gene 867 

expression comparison in Chesapeake Bay metatranscriptomes. The same database was used for mapping 868 

all Chesapeake Bay metatranscriptomic datasets. Gene expression levels are shown in RPKM normalized 869 

by gene sequence depth and gene length. 870 

 871 

Fig. 8 Conceptual figure indicating the ecology and function of AMGs in sulfur metabolisms. a DSM AMG 872 

effect on the budget of reduced sulfur transformation. b Diagram of virus-mediated metabolism short 873 

circuiting the microbial sulfur loop in nutrient cycling. 874 

 875 

Supplementary Figure 1. DsrA Protein alignment and identified conserved residues in microbial and 876 

phage sequences. Highlighted amino acids indicate pairwise identity of ≥95% and colored boxes indicate 877 

substrate binding motifs (pink) and strictly conserved siroheme binding motifs (blue). An identity graph 878 

(top) was fitted to the alignments to visualize pairwise identity at the following thresholds: 100% (green), 879 

99-30% (yellow, scaled) and 29-0% (red, scaled).  880 

 881 

Supplementary Figure 2. DsrC protein alignment and conserved residues in microbial and phage 882 

sequences. Highlighted amino acids indicate pairwise identity of ≥95% and colored boxes indicate strictly 883 

conserved residues (blue) or lack of conserved residues (gray). An identity graph (top) was fitted to the 884 

alignments to visualize pairwise identity at the following thresholds: 100% (green), 99-30% (yellow, 885 

scaled) and 29-0% (red, scaled).  886 

 887 

Supplementary Figure 3. SoxYZ protein alignment and conserved residues in microbial and phage 888 

sequences. Highlighted amino acids indicate pairwise identity of ≥90% and colored boxes indicate 889 

substrate binding cysteine (blue) and cysteine motif (pink). An identity graph (top) was fitted to the 890 

alignments to visualize pairwise identity at the following thresholds: 100% (green), 99-30% (yellow, 891 

scaled) and 29-0% (red, scaled).  892 

 893 

Supplementary Figure 4. SoxC protein alignment and conserved residues in microbial and phage 894 

sequences. Highlighted amino acids indicate pairwise identity of ≥90% and colored boxes indicate cofactor 895 

coordination / active site (blue). An identity graph (top) was fitted to the alignments to visualize pairwise 896 

identity at the following thresholds: 100% (green), 99-30% (yellow, scaled) and 29-0% (red, scaled).  897 

 898 

Supplementary Figure 5. SoxD protein alignment and conserved residues in microbial and phage 899 

sequences. Highlighted amino acids indicate pairwise identity of ≥95% and colored boxes indicate 900 

cytochrome c motif (blue). An identity graph (top) was fitted to the alignments to visualize pairwise identity 901 

at the following thresholds: 100% (green), 99-30% (yellow, scaled) and 29-0% (red, scaled). 902 

 903 



Supplementary Figure 6. Calculation of the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous (dN/dS) 904 

nucleotide differences of AMGs. Comparison of dN/dS ratios between vMAG AMG pairs for dsrA, dsrC 905 

and soxYZ. Each point represents a single comparison pair. Values below 1 suggest purifying selection 906 

pressures.  907 

 908 

Supplementary Figure 7. Mapping quality checks for phage and bacterial sulfur AMGs. a Result for 909 

phage and bacterial dsrA genes in the metagenome IMG: 3300001676. The phage-host pair contains one 910 

phage dsrA (TuiMalila_10011672) and two bacterial dsrA (TuiMalila_10106401, TuiMalila_10061351). 911 

Both the original mapping result and the mapping results including reads with one mismatch were 912 

compared. The normalized phage / bacteria gene coverage ratios were calculated for both of the above 913 

settings. The normalized phage/bacteria gene coverage ratio based on the original mapping result are shown 914 

in Fig. 7a. b Result for phage and bacterial soxYZ gene in the metagenome of IMG: 3300009154. The 915 

phage-host pair contains one phage soxYZ (Ga0114963_1000012431) and one bacterial soxYZ 916 

(Ga0114963_108352751). Both the original mapping result and the mapping results including reads with 917 

one mismatch were compared. The normalized phage/bacteria gene coverage ratios were calculated for both 918 

of the above settings. The normalized phage/bacteria gene coverage ratios based on the original mapping 919 

results are shown in Fig. 7b. Filtering steps to only retain reads with only one mismatch was conducted by 920 

mapped.py (https://github.com/christophertbrown/bioscripts/blob/master/ctbBio) with the settings of "-m 1 921 

-p both". Mapping results were visualized by Geneious Prime v2020.1.2. 922 

 923 

Supplementary Figure 8. Phylogenetic tree of phage and bacterial DsrA and phage-host pairs from 924 

hydrothermal environments. The phage and bacterial dsrA encoding proteins from the metagenomes 925 

studied in this project were aligned with reference sequences. The phylogenetic tree was reconstructed by 926 

IQ-TREE v1.6.9 with settings as described in the methods. Branches with over 90% UFBoot bootstrap 927 

values were labeled with closed circles. Phage dsrA genes are labeled in red. The phage-host gene pairs 928 

(linked with dash lines) were labeled accordingly in the tree. The hydrothermal metagenomes (12 929 

metagenomes in total) are from five locations in Lau Basin, southwest Pacific Ocean. IMG metagenome 930 

ID samples are available in Supplementary Table 3 ("Phage and bacterial dsrA gene abundance 931 

percentage"). 932 

 933 

Supplementary Figure 9. Phylogenetic tree of phage and bacterial SoxYZ and phage-host gene pairs 934 

from Freshwater Lake and Tara Ocean samples. The phage and bacterial soxYZ encoding proteins from 935 

the metagenomes studied in this project were aligned with reference sequences. The phylogenetic tree was 936 

reconstructed by IQ-TREE v1.6.9 with settings as described in the methods. Branches with over 90% 937 

UFBoot bootstrap values were labeled with closed circles. Phage soxYZ genes are labeled in red. The phage-938 

host gene pairs (linked with dash lines) were labeled accordingly in the tree. The IMG metagenome IDs of 939 

Freshwater Lake and Tara Ocean samples are available in Supplementary Table 4. 940 

 941 

Supplementary Figure 10. Phylogenetic tree of phage and bacterial DsrA and phage-host pairs from 942 

the Guaymas Basin hydrothermal environment. The phage and bacterial dsrA encoding proteins from 943 

the metagenomes studied in this project were aligned with reference sequences. The phylogenetic tree was 944 

reconstructed by IQ-TREE v1.6.9 with settings as described in the methods. Branches with over 90% 945 

UFBoot bootstrap values were labeled with closed circles. Phage dsrA genes are labeled in red. The phage-946 

host gene pairs (linked with dash lines) were labeled accordingly in the tree. The IMG metagenome IDs of 947 



Guaymas Basin samples are 3300001683 and 3300003086. 948 

 949 

Supplementary Figure 11. Phylogenetic tree of phage and bacterial  DsrA and phage-host pairs from 950 

Chesapeake Bay. The phage and bacterial dsrA encoding proteins from the metagenomes studied in this 951 

project were aligned with reference sequences. The phylogenetic tree was reconstructed by IQ-TREE 952 

v1.6.9 with settings as described in the methods. Branches with over 90% UFBoot bootstrap values were 953 

labeled with closed circles. Phage dsrA genes are labeled in red. The phage-host gene pairs (linked with 954 

dash lines) were labeled accordingly in the tree. IMG metagenome IDs are: 3300010370, 3300010354, 955 

3300010299, 3300010318, 3300010297, 3300010300, and 3300010296. 956 

 957 

Supplementary Figure 12. Heatmap of amino acid identities between phage and bacteria dsrA and 958 

soxYZ genes. This diagram contains the comparisons of (a) SUP05 Clade 1 and Clade 2 phage and bacterial 959 

dsrA for Lau Basin hydrothermal environments, (b) Betaproteobacteria Clade, Methylophilales-like Clade, 960 

and Gammaproteobacteria Clade phage and bacterial soxYZ for freshwater lake and Tara Ocean 961 

environments, (c) SUP05 Clade 1 and Clade 2 phage and bacterial dsrA for Guaymas Basin hydrothermal 962 

environments, (d) Chesapeake Bay Clade Pair 1 and 2 phage and bacterial dsrA for Chesapeake Bay 963 

environments. The corresponding phylogenetic trees of individual subpanels could be found in 964 

Supplementary Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11. Blank cell indicates no amino acid identity within this pair due to 965 

the short sequences/no sequence overlap. 966 

 967 

Supplementary Table 1. Details of vMAGs used in this study. Metadata was recovered from IMG/VR. 968 

 969 

Supplementary Table 2. Protein annotations generated using VIBRANT for each vMAG. 970 

 971 
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Figures

Figure 1

Dataset summary statistics and representative genome organization diagrams of vMAGs. a The number
of vMAGs, 191 total, encoding single or multiple DSM AMGs. b Estimated vMAG genome qualities as a
function of scaffold lengths. vMAGs encoding c dsrA and dsrC, d dsrA and two dsrC, e soxC and soxD,



and f soxYZ. For c, d, e and f linear vMAG scaffolds are visualized as circular with the endpoints
indicated by dashed lines, and predicted open reading frames are colored according to VIBRANT
annotation functions.

Figure 2

Conceptual diagrams of viral DsrA, DsrC, SoxC, SoxD and SoxYZ auxiliary metabolism. a Microbial
dissimilatory oxidation of hydrogen sul�de and stored inorganic sulfur. The resulting production of ATP



utilized for cellular processes and growth and the pathway’s rate limiting step is indicated with an
asterisk (top). Viral infection and manipulation of sulfur oxidation by encoded DsrA or DsrC to augment
the pathway’s rate limiting step and increase energy yield towards viral replication (bottom). b Microbial
dissimilatory oxidation of thiosulfate or storage of inorganic sulfur in the periplasm. The resulting
production of ATP is utilized for cellular processes and the pathway’s key energy yielding reaction
indicated with an asterisk (top). Viral infection and manipulation of thiosulfate oxidation by encoded
SoxC, SoxD or SoxYZ to augment the entire pathway and the key energy yielding step to increase energy
yield towards viral replication (bottom). For a and b cellular processes are shown in red, sulfur oxidation
pathway is shown in black, energy �ow is shown in blue, and viral processes are shown in orange (a) or
purple (b).



Figure 3

Phylogenetic tree of AMG proteins and distribution of phage genomes (on a world map). a, b
Phylogenetic trees of phage DsrA and DsrC c, d, e SoxC, SoxD, SoxYZ. Ultrafast bootstrap (UFBoot)
support values (> 50%) are labelled on the nodes. c, d Phage gene encoded protein sequences are labeled
with stars and their environmental origin information is labeled accordingly. f World map showing
distribution of phage genomes that contain the sulfur-related AMGs. Studies on human systems are
excluded from the map.

Figure 4



Taxonomic assignment of vMAGs and protein network clustering with reference phages. In the protein
network each dot represents a single vMAG (circles with outlines) or reference phage (circles without
outlines), and dots are connected by lines respective to shared protein content. Genomes (i.e., dots)
having more similarities will be visualized by closer proximity and more connections. Cluster annotations
depicted by dotted lines were approximated manually. vMAG taxonomy was colored according to
predictions by a custom reference database and script, shown by bar chart insert.

Figure 5



vMAG protein grouping and genome alignments. a vMAG hierarchical protein grouping where each row
represents a single protein group (887 total) and each column represents a single vMAG (94 total).
Metadata for encoded AMGs, estimated taxonomy, source environment and number of protein groups per
vMAG is shown. Clades respective of b, c and d are depicted by colored dotted lines. Genome alignments
of b seven divergent Myoviridae vMAGs encoding dsrC from diverse environments, c four divergent
Myoviridae vMAGs encoding soxYZ from diverse environments, and d four divergent Siphoviridae vMAGs
encoding dsrA and dsrC from hydrothermal environments. For the genome alignments, each black line
represents a single genome and arrows represent predicted proteins which are colored according to
VIBRANT annotations; genomes are connected by lines representing tBLASTx similarity. e Map of
geographic distribution of 15 vMAGs depicted in b, c and d, annotated with respective clade, source
environment and taxonomic family.

Figure 6

Phage to total dsrA and soxYZ gene coverage ratios. a Viral dsrA to total (viral and bacterial dsrA gene
together) gene coverage ratios. The contribution of viral dsrA genes from different SUP05
Gammaproteobacteria clades is shown in different colors. The average viral dsrA:total ratio was
calculated from 12 samples. b Viral soxYZ to total gene coverage ratios. The contribution of viral soxYZ
genes from three different clades is shown in different colors. Genes from Freshwater Lake and Tara
Ocean samples were compared separately, and the average viral soxYZ:total ratios were calculated and
compared separately as for Freshwater Lake and Tara Ocean samples.



Figure 7

Phage to host dsrA and SoxYZ gene coverage ratios and dsrA gene expression comparison between
phage and host pairs. a Phage dsrA to total gene coverage ratios of each phage-host pair. Average phage
dsrA:total ratios of phage-host pairs in SUP05 Clade 1 and Clade 2 were calculated by 5 and 11 pairs of
genes, respectively. b Phage soxYZ to total gene coverage ratios of each phage-host pair. The
contribution of phage soxYZ genes from three different clades is shown in different colors. Average
phage dsrA:total ratios of phage-host pairs in Freshwater Lakes and Tara Ocean were calculated
separately. c Phage to host dsrA gene expression comparison in Guaymas Basin metatranscriptomes.
The same database was used for mapping both hydrothermal and background metatranscriptomic
datasets d Phage to host dsrA gene expression comparison in Chesapeake Bay metatranscriptomes. The
same database was used for mapping all Chesapeake Bay metatranscriptomic datasets. Gene
expression levels are shown in RPKM normalized by gene sequence depth and gene length.



Figure 8

Conceptual �gure indicating the ecology and function of AMGs in sulfur metabolisms. a DSM AMG effect
on the budget of reduced sulfur transformation. b Diagram of virus-mediated metabolism short circuiting
the microbial sulfur loop in nutrient cycling.
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